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Yes, we have worked for the orcs of the
Eye. I know, a decent dwarf and
follower of Dieunne should not work
with such foul creatures, but after all the
beautiful nights at "Chez Amorax", I
needed the money and Jean-Marie the
Cruel, is not a money lender you like to
wait....
The orcs were talking about all the time
about a great treasure hidden in that
ghastly mine of Banack Dûm and how
this would help their master. They were
referring to the book, I believe, the Liber
Nexus. This book is a forbidden tome,
found only in hand written copies, often
annotated by past owners and sometimes
it contains spells related to the Nexus.
Grugan seem to be very keen on
controlling the Nexus for some reason.
He does not like outsiders to go in there.
maybe he is looking for this... Heart, is
it? ...you are talking about all the time?

impossible, for he protects it with
powerful magic, possibly on a god-like
level. Who knows what he looks like?
However, there are indications that his
physical form is one that pleases his god,
proudly exhibiting the attributes of a
true follower.
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Grugan is well known to.... some friend
of mine, hehehehe! He is evil and
twisted, a master of magic yet not one of
the book, his gaze can petrify or stun
and he wields pleasure as he does pain.
Fear him and do not challenge him if
you can reach your goals otherwise as
well, hehehehe.
You want to know more? More, I do not
know for my.... friend.... is unwilling to
tell me more.
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Grugan seems to be a powerful priest or
holy creature in the service of our
blessed Amorax. He clearly enjoys the
favour of the Master of Senses, I felt the
blessings he gave his followers. Still, I
believe, he is not a pleasure seeker but
rather one who worships the senses as
gifts to those willing to take power. Is
not he blessed who has the sharpest eyes
and keenest ears?
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Grugan lives underground and his
fortress lies in a stalatite. His orc
followers live below him and serve him
with utmost devotion. Peering into his
inner sanctum is difficult if not
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